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Abstract

Quantification of HIV-1 RNA is essential for clinical management of HIV patients. The limited

throughput and significant hands-on time required by most HIV Viral load (VL) tests makes it

challenging for laboratories with high test volume, to turn around patient results quickly. The

Hologic Aptima HIV-1 Quant Dx Assay (Aptima), has the potential to alleviate this burden as

it is high throughput and fully automated. This assay is validated for both plasma and dried

blood spots (DBS), which are commonly used in resource limited settings. The objective of

this study was to compare the performance of Aptima to Abbott RealTime HIV-1 Assay

(Abbott RT), which was used as reference. This was a cross-sectional prospective study

where HIV VL in finger stick (FS) DBS, venous blood (VB) DBS and plasma, collected from

258 consenting adults visiting 5 medical facilities in Kenya, Africa were tested in Aptima.

The results were compared to plasma VL in Abbott RT at the medical decision point (MDP)

of 1000 copies/mL and across Aptima assay range. The total agreement at MDP between

plasma HIV VL in Abbott RT and plasma, FS and VB DBS tested in Aptima were 97.7%,

92.2% and 95.3% respectively with kappa statistic of 0.95, 0.84 and 0.90. The positive and

negative agreement for all 3 sample types were >92%. Regression analysis between VL in

Abbott RT plasma and various sample types tested in Aptima had a Pearson’s correlation

coefficient�0.91 with systematic bias of < 0.20 log copies/mL on Bland-Altman analysis.

The high level of agreement in Aptima HIV VL results for all 3 sample types with Abbott RT

plasma VL along with the high throughput, complete automation, and ease of use of the

Panther platform makes Aptima a good option for HIV VL monitoring for busy laboratories

with high volume of testing.
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Introduction

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection is a major cause of morbidity and mortality

globally with more than 60% of HIV-1 infected individuals residing in Africa [1, 2]. As of

2019, 65% of the HIV patients across the world were receiving antiretroviral therapy (ART),

which is crucial to protect the patient’s health and slow the progression of the HIV epidemic.

Viral load quantitation is a more effective means of monitoring response to ART than clinical

assessment and CD4 counts, as it enables accurate detection of treatment failure [3, 4]. The

World Health Organization (WHO) strongly recommends the routine usage of viral load (VL)

testing for monitoring response to ART including in resource-limited settings [5]. A threshold

of 1000 c/mL of HIV-1 VL is recommended by the WHO for monitoring effectiveness of ART

as the risk of HIV transmission is low with VL below this threshold [5].

In 2018, 1.6 million Kenyans were living with HIV with over 1 million people receiving

ART [2]. Like in most resource limited countries, effectiveness of ART is monitored in Kenya

using VL testing of not only plasma but also DBS specimens. DBS is a good option especially

in rural and resource limited settings as it can be prepared by technicians with limited training

and fewer equipment’s, because phlebotomy and centrifugation of blood are not required for

preparation of FS DBS. DBS is non biohazardous when dry and reduces the cost of VL moni-

toring because it can be stored and shipped at room temperature. The ease of DBS collection

and transport facilitates decentralization of specimen collection, increasing access to VL moni-

toring and enabling more timely monitoring for treatment failure, which are crucial for reduc-

ing HIV transmission and emergence of drug resistance.

All the HIV VL testing in Kenya is conducted in 9 centralized laboratories [6] which test

large numbers of DBS and plasma specimens mostly on Abbott m2000 and the Roche Cobas

Ampliprep/ Cobas Taqman (CAP/CTM) platforms. Since these medium throughput platforms

[7], are used to run a large number of tests, backlogs are quite common. As countries across

Africa scale up VL testing to achieve UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets more high throughput options

are required to decrease sample backlogs and improve turn-around times for results.

The Aptima HIV-1 Quant Dx Assay (Aptima Assay) is an in vitro nucleic acid amplification

test, that is run on the high throughput fully automated Panther platform. It is intended for the

detection and quantification of Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) in human

plasma, and DBS specimens [8, 9]. Several publications demonstrate equivalent performance

of the Aptima Assay with other commercially available assays, but most of these were con-

ducted by testing plasma specimens from HIV patients in Europe and the United States [10–

20]. Unlike the United States and Europe where the predominant HIV subtype is subtype B,

Africa has the greatest genetic diversity of HIV-1 with Kenya having high level of infection

with recombinants, subtype A, C and D [21, 22].

The limited published information on the performance of DBS specimens in the Aptima

Assay were generated by testing DBS prepared with venous blood (VB DBS) collected from

patients in the United States and Australia [23–25]. Of these only one small study with less

than 100 patients compares the VL of VB DBS and plasma at the MDP of 1000 copies/mL [25].

Although Finger Stick (FS) DBS is widely used for VL monitoring in Africa there is currently

no published information available on the performance of FS DBS tested in Aptima for VL

monitoring of patients on ART.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of FS DBS along with VB DBS

and plasma tested in the Aptima Assay for monitoring response to ART, by comparing VL in

these sample types to the Abbott RT plasma result, used as reference. Since the testing was per-

formed with clinical specimens collected from multiple sites in Kenya, this also serves to assess
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whether the Aptima quantification of the diverse HIV subtypes seen in Kenya is equivalent to

that of Abbott RT, which is widely used in Kenya.

Materials and methods

Ethics statement

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Kenya Medical Research

Institute under protocol numbers KEMRI/SERU 3544. It was conducted in accordance with

the ethical standards of the Helsinki Declaration of 1975 as revised in 2000. Written informed

consent was obtained by the research assistant using a written form from each study partici-

pant. Only participants who were over 18 years were included in this study.

Study design

This was a cross-sectional prospective study with several method comparisons being per-

formed to evaluate the performance of various sample types tested in the Aptima Assay with

the reference plasma VL result in Abbott RT. Venous EDTA blood and finger stick (capillary)

blood samples were collected from 3000 consenting study participants. Plasma, venous DBS

(VB DBS) and capillary DBS generated by finger stick (FS DBS) were prepared using these

samples from each patient. The HIV-1 VL testing was conducted by testing the plasma speci-

men from each patient in the Abbott RT assay (reference). The VL results in Abbott RT for

plasma specimens were used to select patients for testing in Aptima. The plasma and DBS

specimens of the first 30–40 patients with Abbott RT VL results of Not Detected, <1.6 and1.6–

3 log copies/mL were tested in Aptima. For VL categories above 3 log copies/mL atleast 40

samples were collected for each log of concentration range from 3 to 6 logs. All available sam-

ples with HIV VL>6 logs were included in the study. Selection of patients using Abbott RT

VL enabled us to assess Aptima performance across the quantitative range of the Aptima for

DBS specimens. This also reduced testing burden of having to test 3 sample types in Aptima

from over 2500 patients with VL below the assay range of Aptima for DBS specimens.

Method comparisons were performed between the Abbott RT plasma HIV VL result (refer-

ence) and VL results of FS DBS, VB DBS and plasma sample types in Aptima. This data was

used to assess agreement between VL in plasma tested on Abbott RT and the 3 sample types

tested in Aptima at the WHO recommended medical decision point (MDP) of 1000 c/mL [5].

Linear regression and bland Altman analysis were also performed to assess agreement in VL

across the assay range for all 3 sample types.

Study population

The study enrolled a cross-section of consenting HIV positive adults (>18 years) receiving

care in 5 medical facilities located in Busia, Alupe, Matayos, Siaya, and Nambale in Kenya,

Africa between February and September 2018. Patient information including patient age, gen-

der and ART regimen were collected for all the patients in addition to specimens.

Sample collection and preparation

Whole blood was collected by venepuncture using BD Vacutainer PPTTM plasma preparation

tubes (PPT) from Fisher Scientific while capillary blood was collected by finger-stick. Finger

stick DBS were prepared by saturating each of the 5 circles on the Munktell Ahlstrom TFN

perforated DBS card with blood. VB DBS were prepared by spotting 70μl of venous blood on

each spot on the DBS card for a total of 5 spots per patient. The DBS samples were prepared at

the collection site, dried overnight using dry racks (Catalog Number WHA10537173 Sigma-
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Aldrich, Inc), packaged into Ziploc bags (Catalog Number WHA10548232 Thermo Fisher)

with 2 packets of dessicants (Catalog Number WHAWB100003 Sigma-Aldrich, Inc) and

shipped to Kenya Medical Research Institute (KEMRI) HIV laboratory in Busia, the next day.

The packaged DBS samples were stored at room temperature prior to testing. Whole blood

samples were shipped to the laboratory within 6 hours of collection. The whole blood samples

were centrifuged at 1,100g for 10 minutes to separate the plasma and stored at -80˚C. All sam-

ples were de-identified prior to testing in Aptima.

Laboratory methods

All plasma samples were first tested using the Abbott platform according to the manufacturer’s

instructions [26] to generate patient results. The linear quantification range of the Abbott RT

assay for plasma sample for 1mL protocol is 40 to 10,000,000 copies/mL(1.60 to 7.0010 log cop-

ies/mL). Plasma, FS and VB DBS from patients, selected based on their VL in Abbott RT, were

tested in the Aptima Assay. For patients with discordant results between plasma VL in Abbott

RT and DBS tested in Aptima, the DBS was tested in Abbott RT assay for discordant resolu-

tion, if enough number of spots were available. The range of the Abbott RT assay for DBS was

839 to 10,000,000 copies/mL (2.92 to 7.0010 log copies/mL).

All the testing for this study was conducted between February and September 2018 by 3 lab

technologists in the KEMRI Laboratory in Busia. DBS positive and negative external quality

control specimens were included in most of the Aptima runs in this study. Both DBS positive

control and negative controls were packed with dessicants and shipped on dry ice from San

Diego California to Busia, Kenya and stored at -20˚C on receipt at the testing site. The DBS

positive control had an assigned concentration of 4.5 log copies per mL.

To determine the performance of Aptima, FS DBS, venous DBS and plasma were tested in

Aptima according to manufacturer’s instructions [8, 9].

The Aptima Assay reports quantitative results between 30 and 10,000,000 copies/mL (1.47

to 7.00 log10 copies/mL) for plasma samples. For DBS results, a conversion factor in Panther

software was used to convert DBS results to copies per mL of HIV-1. The linear quantitative

range for Aptima for the DBS sample type is 883 to 10,000,000 copies/mL (2.95 to 7.0010 log

copies/mL). This assay is run on the fully automated Panther platform. This is a high through-

put platform that enables testing up to 320 samples in an 8 hour shift and 560 samples in 12

hours. It enables testing of primary blood collection tubes directly on the platform without the

need for aliquoting or manual transfers. Samples can be loaded onto Panther with true random

access without the need for batch testing. Multiple assays can be run on Panther at the same

time. This platform has a small footprint making it suitable for laboratories of all sizes.

Data analysis

Only results that met specimen validity criteria in each assay were used for analyses. VL data

were transformed into log10 copies/mL. Statistical analysis was performed using version 5.30.1

of Analyse-it for Microsoft Excel. SAS JMP version 14.0.0 was also used for data analysis.

The agreement in HIV VL between the different sample types tested in the Aptima assay

and the plasma result in Abbott RT were determined at the MDP of 1000 copies/mL (3.0 log

copies/mL) using the score method and Kappa statistic was calculated using Analyse-It soft-

ware. Fisher’s Exact Test was run to assess if the difference in positive and negative agreements

seen in plasma and DBS specimens tested in Aptima versus the Abbott RT reference were sta-

tistically significant. Patients with Aptima results >3 logs and Abbott RT results <3.0 logs

were considered as upward misclassifications by Aptima. Patients with Aptima results<3 logs

and Abbott RT results >3.0 logs were considered as downward misclassifications by Aptima.
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The results of VL in FS DBS in Aptima versus plasma tested in Abbott RT was also trended by

patient gender and patient’s ART regimen. For patients with discordant VL results at 1000

copies/mL between the plasma result in Abbott RT and the DBS results in Aptima, the DBS

specimens tested in Aptima were tested in Abbott RT if sufficient spots were available for

testing.

Only VL results within the quantifiable range of both the Aptima Assay and Abbott RT for

the selected sample type was used for Correlation and Bland Altman Analysis. The correlation

was determined by simple linear regression with generation of Pearson’s correlation coeffi-

cient (r). Bland–Altman analysis [27] was used to calculate the average difference between

assay results (i.e., bias) and the limit of agreement (LOA) between the assay results. The results

of the DBS negative and positive external quality controls were analyzed to assess for contami-

nation and to trend the reproducibility in DBS quantification over the 6 month time frame of

the study.

Results

FS DBS, VB DBS and plasma sample types were collected from the 3000 patients enrolled in

this study. The plasma specimens from each patient were tested in Abbott RT. Of these 278

patients were excluded from the study due to the various reasons specified in Fig 1. From the

remaining 2722 patients the DBS and plasma from the 1st 30–40 patients with Abbott RT

results of “Not detected”, <1.6 log copies/mL and 1.6–3 log copies/mL were tested in Aptima

because the VL of these specimens were below the assay range for DBS in Aptima. As seen

from Fig 1 all sample types from patients with Abbott RT plasma VL>3 logs were tested in

Aptima. This resulted in FS DBS, VB DBS and plasma from 258 patients being tested in

Aptima. Table 1 presents the HIV VL distribution of the various sample types for the patients

included in this study on being tested in Aptima and Abbott RT assays. Similar levels of HIV

detection were observed in FS DBS (90.3%), and VB DBS (91.1%) as that seen on testing

plasma specimens in Abbott RT (87.6%) and Aptima (88.0%) with clinical specimens collected

from HIV positive patients (Table 1).

Agreement between HIV VL in the 3 sample types tested in Aptima versus

the VL in plasma tested in Abbott RT at the clinical medical decision point

of 1,000 copies/mL of HIV

More than half these patients (N = 164) had a plasma VL<4 log copies/mL in Abbott RT,

making it ideal for evaluation of method agreement at the MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL recom-

mended by WHO (Table 1). Table 2 presents the agreement in HIV VL results between plasma

tested in Abbott RT and the 3 sample types tested in Aptima at the MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL.

HIV VL results for plasma samples tested in Aptima showed 97.7% total agreement with

plasma VL in Abbott RT and had a Kappa statistic of 0.95 (Wald 95% CI 0.91 to 0.99). The pos-

itive and negative agreement were 98.1% and 97.1% respectively. Six of the 258 patients (2.3%)

had discordant VL results, between plasma tested in Aptima versus Abbott RT, at the MDP of

3.0 log copies /mL. The upward and downward misclassification rate of patients at MDP of 3.0

log copies/mL were 2.9% and 1.9% for plasma results in the two assays. The positive predictive

value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of Aptima at MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL were

98.1% and 97.1% respectively.

As seen from Table 2, the total agreement between HIV VL in Aptima VB DBS and Abbott

RT plasma at 3.0 log copies/mL was 95.3% with a Kappa statistic of 0.90 (Wald 95% CI 0.85 to

0.96). The positive and negative agreement were 97.4% and 92.2% respectively. Twelve of the
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258 patients (4.65%) had discordant results between VB DBS and plasma at the MDP of 3.0 log

copies /mL.

The upward and downward misclassification rate of patients based on VB DBS VL at MDP

of 3.0 log copies/mL were 7.8% and 2.6%. respectively. Although the upward misclassification

rate for Aptima VB DBS (7.8%) was higher than that observed for Aptima plasma, no statisti-

cally significant difference was noted between the two on analysis with Fisher’s exact test (p

value = 0.21). The PPV and NPV at MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL were 95.0% and 95.9%.

As seen from Table 2, the total agreement between HIV VL in Aptima FS DBS and Abbott

RT plasma was 92.2% with a Kappa statistic of 0.84 (Wald 95% CI 0.77 to 0.91). The positive

and negative agreement were 92.3 and 92.2% respectively. Twenty of the 258 patients (7.75%)

Fig 1. Flow diagram showing inclusion and exclusion criteria for evaluation of performance of the Aptima assay across the

quantitative range for DBS specimens.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0249376.g001

Table 1. Distribution of HIV VL in the various sample types for the 258 patients included in this study.

HIV Result Category Abbott RT Plasma Result Aptima Plasma Result Aptima FS DBS Result Aptima VB DBS Result

Log copies/mL Not Detected Detected Not Detected Detected Not Detected Detected Not Detected Detected

Not Detected 32 19 13 12 20 13 19

<1.60 NA 30 9 21 10 20 2 28

1.60–3.00 NA 40 3 37 3 37 7 33

3.01–4.00 NA 62 NA 62 NA 62 1 61

4.01–5.00 NA 53 NA 53 NA 53 NA 53

>5.00 NA 41 NA 41 NA 41 NA 41

Total N 32 226 31 227 25 233 23 235

% Detected 87.6% 88.0% 90.3% 91.1%

NA = Not Applicable

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0249376.t001
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had discordant results between FS DBS and plasma at the MDP of 3.0 log copies /mL. The

upward and downward misclassification rate of patients based on FS DBS VL at MDP of 3.0

log copies/mL were 7.8% (8 out of 102 patients with Abbott plasma VL <3.0 log copies/mL)

and 7.7%(12 out of 156 patients with Abbott plasma VL >3.0 log copies/mL). There was no

statistically significant difference in the number of upward misclassifications between Aptima

FS (8) and Aptima plasma (3) compared to plasma VL in Abbott RT (p value = 0.21). However,

the difference in number of downward misclassifications between Aptima FS (12) and Aptima

plasma (3) compared to plasma VL in Abbott RT was statistically significant on running the

Fisher’s exact test (p value = 0.03). The positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive

value (NPV) for FS DBS at MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL were 94.7% and 88.7% respectively.

FS DBS and VB DBS VL results in Aptima had a total agreement of 92.2% in VL results at

the MDP with positive and negative agreements of 91.3% and 93.9% respectively (Table 2).

Discordant resolution for discordant VL results at MDP of 1000 c/mL

between plasma tested in Abbott RT and DBS tested in Aptima

Table 3 presents the HIV VL results for all 3 sample types for patients who had discordant

results between the plasma result in Abbott RT and FS and VB DBS in Aptima at the medical

decision point of 3.0 log copies/mL. As seen from Table 3 all discordant samples had

VL< 3.48 log copies/mL (<3000 copies/mL) on testing plasma in both Abbott RT and Aptima

Assays.

Table 2. Method agreement of HIV viral load in plasma in Abbott RT compared to that in plasma, fingerstick (FS) DBS and venous(VB) DBS in Aptima at the med-

ical decision point of 1000 copies/mL(3.0 log copies/mL) of HIV recommended by WHO.

Result 95% LCI 95% UCI

Aptima plasma Abbott RT plasma Total agreement 97.7% 95.0% 98.9%

<3.0 >3.0 Total Positive Agreement/Sensitivity 98.1% 94.5% 99.3%

< 3.0 99 (97.1%) 3 (1.9%) 102 (39.5%) Negative Agreement/Specificity 97.1% 91.7% 99.0%

> 3.0 3 (2.9%) 153 (98.1%) 156 (60.5%) Positive Predictive Value 98.1% 94.5% 99.3%

Total 102 (39.5%) 156 (60.5%) 258 (100%) Negative Predictive Value 97.1% 91.7% 99.0%

Aptima FS DBS Abbott RT plasma Total agreement 92.2% 88.3% 94.9%

<3.0 >3.0 Total Positive Agreement/Sensitivity 92.3% 87.0% 95.5%

< 3,0 94 (92.2%) 12 (7.7%) 106 (41.1%) Negative Agreement/Specificity 92.2% 85.3% 96.0%

> 3.0 8 (7.8%) 144 (92.3%) 152 (58.9%) Positive Predictive Value 94.7% 90.0% 97.3%

Total 102 (39.5%) 156 (60.5%) 258 (100%) Negative Predictive Value 88.7% 81.2% 93.4%

Aptima VB DBS Abbott RT plasma Total agreement 95.3% 92.0% 97.3%

<3.0 >3.0 Total Positive Agreement/Sensitivity 97.4% 93.6% 99.0%

< 3.0 94 (92.2%) 4 (2.6%) 98 (38.0%) Negative Agreement/Specificity 92.2% 85.3% 96.0%

> 3.0 8 (7.8%) 152 (97.4%) 160 (62.0%) Positive Predictive Value 95.0% 90.4% 97.4%

Total 102 (39.5%) 156 (60.5%) 258 (100%) Negative Predictive Value 95.9% 90.0% 98.4%

Aptima FS DBS Aptima VB DBS Total agreement 92.2% 88.3% 94.9%

<3.0 >3.0 Total Positive Agreement/Sensitivity 91.3% 85.9% 94.7%

< 3.0 92 (93.9%) 14 (8.7%) 106 (41.1%) Negative Agreement/Specificity 93.9% 87.3% 97.2%

> 3.0 6 (6.1%) 146 (91.3%) 152 (58.9%) Positive Predictive Value 96.1% 91.7% 98.2%

Total 98 (38.0%) 160 (62.0%) 258 (100%) Negative Predictive Value 86.8% 79.0% 92.0%

This table also shows a method agreement between HIV VL in VB and FS DBS in Aptima.

LCI = Lower Confidence Interval

UCI = Upper Confidence Interval

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0249376.t002
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Table 3 also includes the results from testing the same DBS specimens in Abbott RT assay,

whenever specimens were available. Interestingly all patients with<3 log copies/mL VL in FS

and VB DBS in Aptima versus>3.0 log copies/mL in Abbott RT plasma also had<3.0 log cop-

ies/mL or “Not Detected” results on testing the same DBS specimens in Abbott RT.

All 12 patients with Abbott RT plasma VL>3.0 and Aptima FS DBS VL<3.0 also had VL

results<3 log copies/mL on testing the FS DBS in Abbott RT. Nine of these had VL results>3

log copies/mL for Aptima plasma and VB DBS making the FS DBS lower than that seen in

other sample types. For the 8 patients with Abbott RT plasma VL<3.0 and FS DBS VL>3 log

Table 3. HIV VL results from patients who had discordant results between VL plasma tested in Abbott RT compared to VL in FS and VB DBS tested in Aptima at

the medical decision point of 3 log copies/mL of HIV.

Number Result Category Aptima

Plasma

Abbott

Plasma

Aptima FS

DBS

Aptima VB

DBS

Abbott FS

DBS

Abbott VB

DBS

1 Abbott Plasma VL >3 log copies/mL and Aptima FS

DBS <3 log copies/mL

3.47 3.33 <2.95 3.03 Not Detected 2.95

2 3.39 3.12 <2.95 3.36 Not Detected <2.92

3 3.36 3.11 2.98 3.15 <2.92 <2.92

4 3.31 3.48 <2.95 3.39 Not Detected 3.40

5 3.16 3.12 <2.95 3.03 Not Detected <2.92

6 3.13 3.29 <2.95 3.50 Not Detected Not Detected

7� 3.12 3.07 <2.95 <2.95 Not Detected <2.92

8� 3.11 3.03 <2.95 <2.95 Not Detected Not Detected

9 3.07 3.10 2.96 3.39 <2.92 Not Detected

10�^ 2.86 3.03 2.99 <2.95 Not Detected <2.92

11^ 2.65 3.05 2.98 3.14 Not Available Not Available

12^ 2.18 3.07 <2.95 3.02 Not Available Not Available

13^ Abbott Plasma VL <3 log copies/mL and Aptima FS

DBS >3 log copies/mL

3.01 2.88 3.13 <2.95 <2.92 <2.92

14� 2.95 2.38 3.30 3.23 Not Available Not Available

15 2.21 <1.60 3.07 <2.95 Not Available Not Available

16 1.89 1.95 3.15 <2.95 Not Available Not Available

17� 1.85 2.06 3.27 3.10 Not Available Not Available

18 <1.47 1.76 3.15 2.96 Not Available Not Available

19� <1.47 1.77 3.12 3.28 Not Available Not Available

20 <1.47 <1.60 3.20 <2.95 Not Available Not Available

1� Abbott Plasma VL>3 log copies/mL and Aptima VB

DBS <3 log copies/mL

3.12 3.07 <2.95 <2.95 Not Detected <2.92

2� 3.11 3.03 <2.95 <2.95 Not Detected Not Detected

3 3.62 3.45 4.03 Not Detected 3.01 Not Detected

4� 2.86 3.03 2.99 <2.95 Not Available Not Available

5� Abbott Plasma VL<3 log copies/mL and Aptima VB

DBS > 3 log copies/ml

2.95 2.38 3.30 3.23 Not Available Not Available

6 Not Detected <1.60 <2.95 3.03 Not Available Not Available

7 2.52 2.61 <2.95 3.09 Not Available Not Available

8� 1.85 2.06 3.27 3.10 Not Available Not Available

9� <1.47 1.77 3.12 3.28 Not Available Not Available

10 1.69 1.76 <2.95 3.17 Not Detected <2.92

11 2.00 2.10 <2.95 3.39 Not Detected Not Detected

12 <1.47 Not

Detected

Not Detected 3.43 Not Detected <2.92

The 6 patients marked with “�” were discordants for both FS and VB DBS tested in Aptima in the comparison to Abbott plasma VL. The 4 patients marked with “^” also

had discordant results for plasma tested in Abbott RT and Aptima.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0249376.t003
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copies/mL, 7 had VL<3 log copies/mL in Aptima plasma and 5 had VB DBS VL<3 log cop-

ies/mL.

Six patients in Table 3 had discordant VL results not only for FS DBS but also VB DBS in

Aptima compared to the Abbott RT plasma result. For 3 of these patients the VL in FS and VB

DBS specimens tested in both Aptima and Abbott RT were just below<3 log copies/mL with

VL in plasma tested in Abbott RT being just>3 log copies/mL (ie 3.03 to 3.10 log copies/mL).

For these 3 patients the discordant results between plasma and DBS is likely to be an artefact of

partitioning VL results at the MDP of 3 log copies/mL even though they have similar HIV con-

centrations. For the remaining 3 patients with FS and VB DBS VL >3 log copies/mL and

plasma VL in both assays <3 log copies/mL degradation of HIV RNA in the plasma specimens

prior to testing cannot be ruled out.

The VL of 4 of the 6 patients with discordant results between plasma tested in Aptima and

Abbott RT is also shown in Table 3. The 5th patient had Abbott plasma VL of 1.98 log copies/

mL while the VL results in Aptima for plasma was 3.13 log copies/mL with both DBS speci-

mens having <2.95 detected results. The 6th patient had a discordant result possibly due to

contamination of the plasma sample in Aptima which reported “Not Detected” on retest in

Aptima. This sample had a “Not Detected” result for plasma in Abbott RT and <2.95 detected

results for the FS and VB DBS tested in Aptima. Therefore the plasma VL results in Aptima

and Abbott RT showed good agreement for atleast 5 of these patients with all the quantifiable

results being within 0.5 log of each other although they were discordant at the MDP of 3.0 log

copies/mL.

Method agreement between HIV VL in Abbott RT and Aptima FS DBS

analysed by patient gender and ART regimen

Among the 258 patients included in this study, 178 were females and 80 were males (Table 4).

A total of 217 patients were enrolled in 1st line ART regimens [5, 6] 215 being treated with 3

drugs ie lamivudine (3TC) in combination with either Zidovudine (AZT) or Tenofovir (TDF)

and either Nevirapine (NVP) or Efavirenz (EFV). Two patients were on a first line regimen

containing TDF, 3TC and Dolutegravir (DTG). Twenty-eight patients were on second line

Table 4. Method agreement of HIV viral load in plasma in Abbott RT compared to in fingerstick DBS in Aptima at the medical decision point of 1000 copies/mL of

HIV, sorted by patient gender and treatment regimen.

Abbott RT Plasma<3.0

Aptima FS DBS<3.0 log

copies/mL

Abbott RT Plasma<3.0

Aptima FS DBS>3.0 log

copies/mL

Abbott RT Plasma>3.0

Aptima FS DBS<3.0 log

copies/mL

Abbott RT Plasma>3.0

Aptima FS DBS>3.0 log

copies/mL

Grand Total

Row Labels Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male

AZT+3TC+EFV� 3 None None 1 3 None 8 2 17

AZT+3TC+NVP� 21 7 1 1 None 1 11 7 49

AZT+3TC+ATV/r^ 3 None None None None None 5 2 10

AZT+3TC+LPV/r^ None None None None None None 1 2 3

Other 1 3 1 None None None 7 1 13

TDF+3TC+ATV/r^ 5 None None None None None 4 6 15

TDF+3TC+DTG� None None None None None None 1 1 2

TDF+3TC+EFV� 28 14 1 2 3 2 54 22 126

TDF+3TC+NVP� 8 1 1 None 1 2 7 3 23

Grand Total 69 25 4 4 7 5 98 46 258

Regimens marked with”�” and “^” are 1st and 2nd line ART regimens recommended by WHO [6].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0249376.t004
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ART regimens [5] containing combinations of Lopinavir / Ritonavir (LPV/r) or Atazanavir

/Ritonavir (ATV/r). Information on ART regimen was not available for 13 patients. Nineteen

of the 20 discordant results were seen in the 217 of patients who were on 1st line ART regimens

[5] with no trend based on patient gender. One discordant result was seen in a patient whose

treatment regimen was not known.

Comparison of viral load measurement across the assay range and Bland

Altman analysis

One hundred and seventy-six patients had quantifiable results for plasma in both Abbott RT

and Aptima with a median viral load of 4.34 log copies/mL in Aptima. Only 4 samples with

quantifiable result in both assays had a difference in VL of>1 log with the maximum differ-

ence being 1.15 log copies. In all 4 cases Aptima had higher VL than Abbott RT. Correlation of

VL results between plasma samples tested in Abbott and Aptima is not shown because there

are several publications [10–20] demonstrating excellent agreement between plasma VL results

in both these assays across the assay range.

Samples from 156 patients had quantifiable results for the comparison of viral load between

Abbott RT and Aptima for plasma and fingerstick DBS respectively. As seen from Fig 2A the

linear regression gave a Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) of 0.91. Bland-Altman analysis of

the difference in Aptima FS DBS versus Abbott plasma VL results relative to the average values

is shown in Fig 2B. The mean bias was 0.114 log copies/mL with 95% CI of limit of agreement

being -0.63 to 0.86. for the comparison between plasma results in Abbott RT and FS DBS

results in Aptima.

A total of 159 samples were included in the linear regression analysis between HIV VL of

plasma samples tested in Abbott RT and VB DBS tested in Aptima because they had quantifi-

able results for both sample types. The analysis gave a Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) of

0.91 (Fig 3A). Bland-Altman analysis gave a bias of 0.198 with limits of agreement ranging

from -0.533 to 0.928 (Fig 3B).

DBS external quality control results

HIV VL recovery of 1 replicate of the external Quality control DBS was trended over 35

Aptima runs performed between February and August 2018 by atleast 3 different technolo-

gists. All replicates of the DBS negative controls reported “Not Detected Results in all the runs.

The average recovery of the DBS positive control was 4.40 log copies/mL (95% CI 4.06 to 4.74

log copies/mL) versus the assigned concentration of 4.50 log copies/mL assigned by the manu-

facturer. The standard deviation log copy was 0.11 for the results of this specimen tested over a

6 month time frame.

Discussion

Meticulous clinical evaluations of new HIV VL assays run on high throughput automated plat-

forms are required to identify assays that will enable scale up of HIV VL monitoring, to meet

UNAIDS goals to control the HIV epidemic [1]. These assays need to quantify HIV VL not

only from plasma but also DBS because testing FS DBS is crucial to enable VL monitoring of

patients in rural and resource limited settings. Currently there is no published information

available comparing performance the FS DBS testing in Aptima with paired plasma result at

the medical decision point of 1000 copies/mL.

The Aptima Assay has CE IVD approval for HIV diagnosis and VL monitoring using both

plasma and DBS specimens and is run on the high throughput fully automated Panther plat-

form. Various investigators have demonstrated the equivalency of HIV VL results generated in
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Fig 2. a. Comparison of HIV VL in FS DBS tested in Aptima versus plasma tested in Abbott RT across the assay range. b. Bland Altman

analysis of the difference in HIV viral load between FS DBS in Aptima and plasma tested in Abbott RT assay.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0249376.g002
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Aptima with assays ranging from Abbott RT to Roche CAP/CTM using the gold standard

plasma sample type [10–20] and VB DBS [23–25]. This is the first study to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the Aptima Assay with FS DBS. In this study we compared the HIV VL in plasma, FS

and VB DBS specimens in the Aptima Assay to the plasma VL in Abbott RT.

All the clinical specimens tested in this study were collected from HIV positive patients

who received care at 5 different medical facilities in rural Kenya.

Although DBS has been shown to be less sensitive than plasma in analytical studies [8, 9,

26] similar levels of HIV detection were observed in FS DBS (90.3%), and VB DBS(91.1%) as

that seen on testing plasma specimens in Abbott RT (87.6%) and Aptima (88.0%) as shown in

Table 1. The high level of detection seen in DBS specimens from HIV positive patients, making

them comparable to plasma suggest that DBS testing in Aptima may be a viable alternative to

testing plasma for diagnosis of HIV infection.

The results of this study show excellent agreement (97.7%) in VL results between Abbott

RT and the Aptima Assay at the MDP 3.0 log copies/mL on testing plasma, which is the gold

standard sample type for HIV VL monitoring. The upward and downward misclassification of

VL results on testing plasma in Aptima versus Abbott RT was low at 2.9 and 1.9% (Table 2).

The total agreement of 95.3% between Aptima VB DBS VL and Abbott RT plasma result

was not significantly different from the total agreement (97.7%) in VL of the plasma specimens

tested in both assays in this study (Table 2). A similar level of total agreement (94.7%) of results

was reported by Sahoo et al [25] on comparing VL in VB DBS and plasma in Aptima. The pos-

itive agreement of 97.4% and the percentage of patients with downward misclassification

(2.9%) for VB DBS VL in Aptima were also similar to that seen with Aptima plasma. The posi-

tive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) as well as their lower 95% CI

were>90% for both VB DBS and plasma tested in Aptima compared to the Abbott RT plasma

reference result. The Kappa statistic for comparisons between plasma tested in both assays and

Aptima VB DBS versus Abbott RT plasma were 0.95 and 0.90 respectively indicating excellent

agreement for both these comparisons. These results indicate that VB DBS VL in Aptima was

equivalent to plasma results in Aptima and Abbott RT.

VL results of FS DBS also showed good total agreement (92.2%) with Abbott RT VL with

positive and negative agreement of 92.3% and 92.2% respectively and kappa statistic of 0.84.

However, the positive and negative agreement as well as PPV [94.7%] and NPV [88.7%] for

VL results for FS DBS tested in Aptima were slightly lower than that seen for the comparison

between plasma results in Aptima and Abbott RT.

The positive and negative agreement of Aptima FS and VB DBS VL compared to Abbott

RT VL observed in this study was equivalent or better than those reported by other investiga-

tors for comparisons of DBS and plasma VL results in Abbott RT assays and NucliSENS Easy-

Q HIV-1 version 2.0 assays [28–33]. The negative agreement (92.2%) between FS and VB VL

versus Abbott plasma VL seen in this study was significantly better than the 17% negative

agreement reported for testing DBS in Roche CAP/CTM at MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL [28].

The Kappa statistic for total agreement for all 3 sample types (0.95, 0.90, 0.84) tested in Aptima

was also significantly better than the Kappa statistic (0.2) reported by Schmitz et al [29] for

comparison of DBS VL in CAP/CTM versus Abbott RT plasma VL. The reason for the high

negative agreement of DBS results in Aptima compared to CAP/CTM is unclear but one

potential cause could be the isothermal transcription mediated amplification technology used

Fig 3. a. Comparison of HIV VL in VB DBS tested in Aptima versus plasma tested in Abbott RT across the assay

range. b. Bland Altman analysis of the difference in HIV viral load between VB DBS Aptima and plasma tested in

Abbott RT assay.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0249376.g003
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by Aptima which does not effectively amplify double stranded DNA [8, 9]. Other investigators

have reported high negative agreement for DBS tested with assays that use technologies that

do not effectively amplify HIV proviral DNA [32, 33].

The HIV VL of 8 patients with Abbott RT results <3 log copies/mL were misclassified

upward (>3 log copies/mL) by FS and VB DBS tested in Aptima resulting in an upward mis-

classification rate of 7.8%. This rate of upward misclassification is not significantly different

from the 2.2–6.9% than that has been reported by other investigators when testing DBS in

Abbott RT and NucliSENS Easy-Q HIV-1 version 2.0 assays [29, 30, 32] The upward misclassi-

fication rate for Aptima was much better than the 69% reported for CAP/CTM [29]. The risk

to patient health for the patients with these discordant results> 3 log copies/mL should be low

because the WHO guideline [5] as well as current Kenyan Medical guideline [6] recommends

confirmation of VL before changing the ART regimen. Even if the patient’s treatment regimen

is changed based on these VL results they should still be effectively treated for HIV and risk of

transmission should be low. Therefore these discordant results with upward misclassification

should have minimal public health impact.

Downward misclassifications based on DBS results compared to plasma have more clinical

and public health relevance because these DBS results could cause patients to be misclassified

as virally suppressed when they may be failing ART and developing drug resistance. Only 4

patients (2.6%) had downward misclassification, with VB DBS VL in Aptima being <3 log

copies/mL versus Abbott plasma VL being >3 log copies/mL. A total of 12 patients had down-

ward misclassification of results based on Aptima FS DBS VL being <3 log copies/mL versus

Abbott RT plasma VL being >3.0 log copies/mL. The 7.7% (ie 12 out of 156 patients with

plasma VL>3 log copies/mL as shown in Table 2) downward misclassification of patients

based on FS DBS VL results in Aptima is lower than the 11.9–20.0% that reported by other

investigators for FS DBS at the MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL for DBS tested in Abbott RT and

NucliSENS Easy-Q HIV-1 version 2.0 assays [28, 30, 32].

The plasma VL was between 3 and 3.47 log copies/mL in both Abbott RT and Aptima for

all the patients with downward misclassifications based on FS and VB DBS VL Results.

(Table 3). For the 12 patients who were misclassified based on FS DBS results 9 of these also

had VB DBS VL in this same concentration range as plasma on testing in Aptima. These

results suggest that atleast some of these differences in VL in FS DBS could be due to differ-

ences in preparation of FS DBS under field conditions while others could be due to variability

in VL quantitation by testing just one replicate of each specimen to assess agreement at the

MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL [34]. Several investigators have reported a high rate of discordant

rates between DBS and plasma VL in different assays at the MDP of 3.0 log copies/mL when

the plasma VL of the specimens are less than 3.5–3.7 log copies/mL ie 3000–5000 copies/mL

[28–30, 32, 33]. Although other investigators have reported associations between patient gen-

der and ART regimen with successful viral load suppression, no trends were observed in this

study [35].

The strength of this study was that it was a prospective evaluation of paired plasma, FS and

VB DBS specimens, collected from patients across 5 different medical facilities in Kenya by the

personnel at those sites. Also, more than half the patients in this study had VL<4.0 log copies/

mL making this study ideal for the evaluation of accuracy of plasma, FS and VB DBS at MDP

of 3.0 log copies/mL.

One limitation of this study was the inability to perform discordant testing using Abbott

RT for some DBS specimens with discordant results. Also, HIV subtyping was not performed

for specimens in this study. However, many studies have demonstrated equivalent subtype

quantification in Aptima [11–20]. At least two of these studies [17, 20] tested many subtype

samples collected from around the world including Africa. These studies include the
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predominant HIV subtypes seen in Kenya such as subtype A, D, C, G and recombinants [21,

22, 36, 37]. The good agreement seen between Aptima VL results and Abbott RT seen in this

study also suggest that subtype quantification of Aptima is equivalent to that of Abbott RT for

the HIV subtypes prevalent in Kenya.

The results of this study show that that plasma, FS DBS and VB DBS could be used inter-

changeably to determine HIV VL for assessment of treatment failure at the MDP of 1000 c/mL

(3.0 log copies/mL). Monitoring VL using DBS specimens in Aptima is good option for clinical

management of HIV patients especially under resource limited conditions where phlebotomy,

timely processing and shipping of plasma samples under refrigerated conditions is difficult.

The high level of agreement between plasma HIV VL in the Abbott RT assay and Aptima

implies that the Aptima Assay can be used interchangeably with Abbott Real-Time assay for

HIV viral load determination in plasma and DBS. The positive and negative agreement for

DBS tested in Aptima compared to Abbott plasma VL meet the WHO recommendations for

performance for viral load monitoring [31].

The Panther Platform has a small footprint, complete automation and high throughput

[18]. In our hands, Aptima returned total agreement >90% for all 3 sample types compared to

the Abbott RT reference result. We observed some operational advantages of the Aptima assay

in the laboratory workflow during the study. Aptima is run on the Panther instrument plat-

form that is fully automated and allows random and continuous loading of test samples. It

allows processing of up to 500–700 tests a day, returning results for each sample in about

2.5-hours. This enables high flexibility to adapt to low or high-throughput testing. The ability

to load primary tubes of plasma samples and lack of multiple transfer steps during plasma and

DBS processing also improves sample traceability.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the Aptima HIV-1 Quant Dx assay has performance characteristics that are

comparable with those of the Abbott Real-Time assay for VL monitoring using both plasma

and DBS samples. The clinical performance of the Aptima Assay as well as its improved sample

traceability, high throughput, complete automation, ease of use and small footprint of the Pan-

ther system makes it an attractive solution for routine monitoring of HIV-1 VL in clinical lab-

oratories, especially those with increased demand for viral load testing and infrastructural

challenges such as laboratory space.
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